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HYPOTHETICAL MECHANISM OF-f-HE HELIUM DETECTOR 

OPERATION IN THE POSITIVE AND LINEAR MODES 

EMIL BR02 and JAN LASA 

On the basis of- the To\vnsrnd equation for the gas xnpfitied current :ind of 

the Dutton-Pokvef! rquation for the enf~ancemcnt of the primary ionization coefficient 
in gas mistures due to the Penning etkt. ;I mrttf~en~atik~f model of the chromato- 
graphic hrfiurn drtcctor is proposrd_ Bccaluse both calculations of the relative current 

increase fk Ejp = 4.. 5 and 6 Vjcmetorr :md xctual mexsurements lead to linear 
calibration graphs for the sample calibrations at the parts per million level. :I simpfitied 
and finearized relationship was devclopcd. although further csperimrntaf confir_mation 
is needed. Thr sug_gestion is made that the derived equation \viff make possible mea- 
surements of the 0 number of metastabfe states produced per electron per centimetre 
of drift in an electric tie!d. and the cross-sections for the Penning et?>ct. Tfle rate 
constants for Penning ionization by triplet mstastnbfe ;Itoms of helium for hydrogsn 
sulphide and ethylene \vere evaluated but the results arc of a relative character. The 
shortcomings of the model are considered I the lack of espfanrttion of nepativc psaks. 

ths role of specially added admistures to the carrier gas_ and 110 account of rwombi- 
nation phenomrnr~ are the most important. A brief scheme of necessary investigtions 
is outlined. 

INTRODtiCTIOS 

In gas chromatography, Lvhich is an instrumental method for the quantitative 
and qualitative anat,sis of eases and vapours_ the helium detector is often used_ 
Although it :\‘;ls introduced about 1960’-” and is IIWV commerciaff_v a\aifabfe from 
Carlo-Erba (Milan. Italy)’ and Ovarian Aerograph (Pa10 Alto. Calif.. U.S.A.)S-9. the 
mrchanism of its operation is still not clear. Analyses \vith the helium detector are 
cumbersome because of the appsarance of an anomrxfous nr+ ‘9tivc signal. Attsmpts 
to explain the phenomena that occur in this detector have been undertaken’U-“. but 
they \vere mainly of a descriptive nature and \vere unsatisfactory. In general, thr prc- 
dominating opinion is that purity of the carrier gas is required for correct detector 
~pe~;\tion~.Y.i0~13~1~, but sometimes small amounts of gases such as flydrogen’ or 
methane” (at the parts per million Ievel) are added to helium in order to reverse the 
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polarity ofthe detector signal so that it becomes positive_ If the detector works proper- 
Iy and shows an increase in current in the presence of other gases in the helium flowing 
through it, then this is commonly attributed to the Penning effectih. 

!n this paper we have attempted to verify the above idea and to find a quanti- 
tative dependence between the increase in current and the concentration of the added 
gas in the carrier gas of the helium detector. using the equation derived by Dutton 
and Powell” for the Towsend first ionization coeflicient in a Penning mixture. The 
helium detector itself presents no problems as it has simple geometry -the two elec- 
trodes_ each with a diameter of about 1 cm. are parallel. 1 mm apart, and polari- 
zation voltage is 400-500 V. 
(tritium of 250 mCi activity). 
atmospheric. 

hIAl-HEMA-ilCAL MODEL 

One of the electrodes is covered with a beta-emitter 
The pressure inside the detector can be assumed to be 

The Townsend equation has the form: 

2 esp (fc-tf) - E ___ 
10 1 - :_’ [esp (z-cl) - I ] (I) 

where 
I == the gas amplified current llovving between the electrodes: 
1” =- the saturation current: 
ti =- the electrode distance: 
(c =-= the Townsend first ionization coetlkient I 
-* = the generalized Townsend secondary ionization coefficient. I 
For a Penning mixture Itpith a small level of admixture and for pressures close 

to atmospheric_ Dutton nnd Powell” introduced the relationship 

(C x cc, -- OP (Za) 
or 

cc =- C&(.1 -, KP) (‘b) 

K= 

0 = 

P= 

the first Townsend coefiicient for pure helium. i.e.. the numbrr of ion 
pairs formed in collisions per electron per centimetre of its nwvcment in 
the direction of the electric field: 
the number of metastable atoms produced per electron per centimetre 
drift in the direction of the field: 
a constant for a given E/p and +, defined by the equation 

Kc<, (3) 

the probability that a metastablr atom \silI be destroyed in such a manner 
that an electron will be produced_ 

Dutton and Powell” assumed that this is possible only through the Penning 
effect between the impurity molecule and the metastable atom. They considered ttvo 
metastable states, the 2’S, singlet and the _ T3S, triplet. and hence P is the sum 

P = fsP, ff;P, (4a) 
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where 
fS,j; = the fractions of 0 metastable states produced per electron per centi- 

metre that are singlets or triplets, respectively_ it is therefore obvious that 

L-tj; = 1 (4b) 

P,, P, = the probabilities of the destruction of the sin$et or triplet states, 
respectively, in the Penning ett‘ect. 

Dutton and Powell” took into account the foilowing three processes leading 
to the depopulation of the mettlstable states: 

(1) ;1 two-body process involving a neutral helium atom and a metastable atom: 
(2) a three-body process involvin, ‘y two neutral helium atoms and a metastable 
atom: 
(3) a two-body process involving an impurity molecule and a metastablr 
atom, i_e_. the Penning elkct. 
As :t result, P, and P, have the forms 

(5) 

(6) 

where 
r r-= the fractional concentration of impurity molecules: 
V =: the ttverqe relative velocity of the colliding particles in the 

Penning eftkt : 

0,. 0, = the cross-section for the Penning effect bet\veen the impurity 
molecule (only one admixture gas is assumed) and corre- 
spondins singlet or triplet states of helium: 

_-1,. B,. AZ_ B2 = the rate coetlicients for processes (1) and (2) listed sbovr: 
l\i =y: the number of helium atoms per unit volume (1 cm3)_ 

NUXlERlCXL D.-XT_4 FOR CALCULATIONS 

A,. B,. A2 and B2 were given by Phelps” as 6 - IO-” cm’fscc. 10e3’ cmD/sec, 
_‘. - lo-” cnV/sec and 1-5 - 1O-3’ cm’/sec. respectively_ The value 2-J; -: 0.3 kvas also 
taken from the paper by PhrIps *’ for the following range of E/N values: S.4- 10-l’ -=zz 
E!N< -) 7- IO-*’ Vjcm’.The values of (cc were calculated bv Hughes” and arc in good -_- 
&eement \vith the previous work of Dunlop ‘“_ Hughes“’ &O gave theoretical values 
of0_ \vhich permit the calculation of K =: O/U, (ref. 21) to be made. 

it was decided to carry out the calculation as if only one admixture gas (ni- 
trogen) was added to helium, and to accept likewise. after Dutton and Po~41”_ that 
0, = 5.11- 10mL6 cm2 and 0, : IX- fO-1b cm2 according to the results of Schmrlte- 
kopf and Fehsenfeld”_ 

As the relative \-elocity between helium ntomsztnd nitrosen molecules in thermal 
equilibrium at 293°K. the value I’ ==. 1_32- lO’cm/sec was accepted_ The value :V z= 
2.7 - 1OL9 cm-’ was used_ 
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.4fter inserting numerical data into eqns. 4a,5 and 6, we obtained the equation: 

P = 0.3 - 
( 

r 
) : 0_7( r 

r f IX- 10-S . T 
) 

. J- + 9.1-10-s I (7) 

The electric held in the helium detector is chosen in the range 3500-5000 Vjcm, 
depending on the sensitivity required_ Higher field values are not used because of 
instability of the detector base line. For this reason. the calculations were made for 
E/p = 4, 5 and 6 V/cm-tort-. For these three values, the data on ~,jp_ 0 and K vsere 
taken from the paper of Hughes”. The K and cc, vaIues accepted for calculation ob- 
tained for p = 760 torr are given in Table I_ 

TABLE I 

VALUES OF K. c$p AND rfc FOR 760 ta-r USED IX CALCULATIONS 

Parameter Ejp 

4 5 6 
-... 

y.!p (cm-’ -ton=-’ ) 10-3 0.0037 0.007 
cc, km-‘) O-76 3_S1 5.32 
K 118 53 31 

In order to obtain the relationship between the increase in tht ionization cur- 
rent of the detector and the nitrogen concentration in helium- it is necessary also to 
know the second Townsend coefficient. y_ Dutton and Rees” gave the variation of ;* 
with -E./p for helium for pressures slightly lower than atmospheric and obtained the 
values ;’ = 3- IO-’ for E/p = 4 and 5 V/cm- tax. They observed the independence of 
this coefficient from the pressure in the range from 350-550 torr for Ejp =: -I Vjcm- 
torr_ The same order of magnitude was obtained by Dutton er ~1.” for helium con- 
taining 5 % of neon, but they obtained a dependence of 7 on the type of cathode and 
the manner of processing the cathode. Dutton er al_25 observed an increase in 7 with 
an increase in heiium purity of nearly two orders of magnitude from 10e3 to 10-l 
for Ejp = 3.5 V,km - torr and a pressure of 150-560 torr. Considering grtses other than 
helium, it is worth mentioning the papers by Heylen’“*’ in which a strong and com- 
plicated dependence of y on the pressure and hydrocarbon admixtures in argon is 
given, and also esperiments with nitrogen by Folkard and Haydon” and Haydon and 
Willian~s’9 showing the dependence of 7 on the electrode distance and gas impurities_ 

To summarize, the second generalized Tow-rsend ionization coeficient can 
vary with many factors, such as pressure, the type and amount of admixtures. elec- 
trode distzrnce and the material and state of processing oftheelectrodes. It is not known 
under which conditions each of these factors is the most important or the nature of 
the interactions that determine y. especially the role of metastabIe atoms. although 
there are papers’y-3* _ m which their importance in this process is shown. Owing to this 
situation. it was decided to carry out the calculations for ;’ = 1, 0.3, 0.01. 0.003 and 
O.OOl_ 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As the helium detector signal is the increment of the current above the back- 
ground, caused by the introduction of a sample containing a certain concentration of 
the investigated compound into the carrier gas, the following equation was used in 
the calculation I 

where 
I = the detector current in the presence of nitrogen with a fractional concen- 

tration I- in the carrier gas: 
Ib = background current for ideally pure helium, i.e., t- =-= 0 and cc = CC,. 

Zb = 
esp ( tr, - d) 

1 - ye [esp(C~-Cf) - 1] 
Pi 

The results of the calculatibn are presented in Fig_ 1 CL 1 b and 1 c in the sequence 
E,/p = 4, 5 and 6 Vjcm -torr. Ths_v were obtained on an ODRA-130-l computer for 
r changing by one tenth of the given range from 10d9 to IO-‘. Points at \vhich the curves 
end are the last lvithin the accepted step. before theoretical breakdo\vn (for eqn. I 
and the numerical data given above). These plots sho\v that the growth of the current 
is linear for a11 values of E/p and 7 in the nitrogen concentration range from 1 to 100 
ppb’. and departure from linearity and f%ster enhancement of the current \vith the 
impurity concentration are the geater the larger are E/p and I/_ The smaller are y 
and Ejp. the longer is the curve in the direction of higher concentrations. 

At the same time. a change in :_’ from O-01 to 0.001 is unimportant_ especially 
for small concentrations_ 

Litreari=nriotr ctf- rhe ecpariotzfbt- r/w Itelirttu clerec-rot- signal ai sttiaN c-otrc.,uttrratiotts 

Because of the initial linear part of the curves shown in Fig. 1. an attempt can 
be made to convert eqn_ S for the relative current increase \vith the impurity concen- 
tration into a linear function. Using the expansion of the exponent2 function and 
taking only the two first terms: 

(10) 

and, neglecting terms containing (c: tf)‘: 

I 
- = 1 -i_ (1 + y)ccd 

IO 

Similarly. for Ib \ve have 

(113) 

Ib - = 1 -2 (1 j y&e tl 
10 

l The Xmrrkm billion (IO’) is meant. 

(1 lb) 
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Fig. 1. Computed variation of the relative current increase of helium 

concentration of nitrogen molecuIes_ E!p: a, 4; b, 5; c, 6 V/cm-torr. 
detector with the frxtionril 
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Finally, we obtain 

under the condition that 

It is obvious that if;’ is small and even equal to the values obtained by Dittton 
and Ret?. then one can write 

I - i* .II 
Z” :I, -= 0 d P (14) 

without introducing an error of more than 5 ‘.‘,I_ Takit :g into ;LCCC~LLI~~ eqns. 5 and 6 
and rcmcmbcring that for atmospheric pressure (M 7 2.7- IO” cm-“) 

(16) 

up to I- --: lo-‘. for both the singlet and triplet states NT have 

(17) 

(IS) 

Because 0, and 0, are of the same order of magnitude and B2 is nearly t\vo 
orders of magnitude less than B,. u-e cm assume that 

(19) 

!nscrting cqn. 19 into eqn. 14. we obtain a linear depcndencc of the relative _ 
current incrcasc with the impurity concentration. I-: 

(20) 

Ofall the terms that have to be found in eqn. 20, only0 has not yet been mcasurcd 
in the ran?c of E//I considered here but has only been calculated theoretically by 
Hughes”. If eqn. 30 is valid. the helium detector should enable 0 to be determined 
experimentally. 

Under the same conditions_ it should be possible to use the helium detector 
as an additionnl method for measuring the cross-section for the Pcnnin_e etkxS 
supplementing the usual flolvin g afterglow technique and the thermal energy atomic 
berm method used previously. Curves analogous to those given by Hartman and 
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Dimick” and shown in Fig. Z could be used for this purpose, but for an absolute cal- 
culation LIZ/~, must be plotted on the ordinate_ The same plots as those of Hartman 
and Dimicks were made by Poy and Verga’ for Hz, N,, Ar, Oz. CO. CH,, H2S. CO2 
and by Castello and Munari3’ for H,. N2. Ozr CO, CHJ, C1H6. C2Hl, CzHz, NO-N02. 
H2S, CLHFj, CLF.+ SO, and COl_ 

on the helium detector signal by H~rtman and Dimi& 

If the derived dependence of the increase in the relative current on extraneous 
gas concentration in helium is valid, the tangent of the angle c&slope. f;. of the curves 
in Fig 2 should be proportional to the rate constant fk the Penning effect, i.e__‘the 
product of the relative velocity. I’. and the cross-section_ 0,. The values of ts fi 
obtained on the basis of the measurements of Hartman and Dimick’ and the rate 
constant for the Penning effect. k, =m: 1--Qz for triplet states. taken from the paper of 
Schmcltekopfand Frhscnfeld”. are Siven in Table II_ In the last ealurnn of Table II_ 
the ratio of/,-&g $ = s is given for all of the compounds considered_ If the mean 
value of s is calculated Lvith the exception of Hz, O1 and SF,, \ve obtain 

_y _ & - = ?I- IO-” crn’isec (Zl) 
tg p-f 

Evidently_ this value is strictly connected lvith the scale accepted by Hartman 
and Dimi& on both axes of Fig. 2. Schmeltekopf and Fehsenfcld” estimated the 
errror of their resuIts to be Iess than 30?,;;. Assuming that the error of the evaluation 

of ts $ can be neglected in comparison with the error of determining k,. it is possible 
to accept that the error of S is less than 307:. The values of _x- for Hz. 02, SF, deviate 
from the mean va!ue by more than 307$ For O2 and SF,, s is about twice the mean 
value, Le., the sensitivity of the helium detector is a factor of t\vo loner than that es- 
petted from the cross-section for the Penning effect. 
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TABLE II 

SENSITIVITY OF THE HELIUM DETECTOR BY HXRTMAN AND DlMiCK’, RATE 

CONSTANTS FOR THE PENNING EFFECT ACCORDING TO SCHMELTEKOPF AND 
FEHSENFELD” AND THE RATIO OF THESE TWO COEFFICIENTS FOR CERT.&IX 

COMPOUNDS 

COt?IpOMi Sefzsiririf_r ftf Rate coffsfaf~r i& p 
Aelifffn rferecfor Of PeJlJliJl~ _. .-I IO- I’ (CJJ13L’C) 

(Q? izI effect for 

He /2’S,) 

Ix;,) v IO-” 

(CJJ?ik’C) 

Hr. 025 3.1s 17.7 
Nz 0.313 6.96 733 ____ 
Al- 0.344 7.0-l 20.5 

02 O-370 71-o 44-7 
co 0.530 9s IS.6 
CH, 0.657 13.7 20.0 

SF, 0.7’ 762 36-4 

Cd-k I-156 25.0 ‘1.5 

C2H.l 1.3-t.5 - - 

Cd-b I.655 31.7 19.1 

GHm 7.00 41.7 20-9 
HIS 2.15 - - 

co, 7.2s 57s 15 ’ _- 

Remembering that O1 and SF, are strongly electronegative compounds, it can 
be considered that it is recombination phenomena that play an important role in this 
case. -4fthough the cross-section for electron capture in the first peak for SF, is 5.7- 
lo-“cm’, which is much greater than that for O1 (0.0 22- fO-rh cm’) because of the 
appearance of the masimum for O2 at 6.5 eV and at about 0 eV for SF, (ref. 33). it seems 
tftat recombination ~vcakens the helium detector sipnaf to a greater extent for 0, 

than for SF,. 
In the case of H,_ s is about half of the mean vsfue. i-e._ ionization is enhanced 

by some supplementary process other than the Penning effect betlveen triplet metasta- 
ble states of He and HZ_ It should be pointed out that Hastcd3& quoted as many as 
four diRerent values of the cross-sections for the Penning efI>ct ber\vscn H, and He 
(Z’S,). namely 6.1, 1.7, 2.6 and 2_4- lo-*” cm’, while the value taken for calculations 
is 1_47- 10-r” cm’. .‘ 

Now. it is possible to attempt to give the rate constant coefficient for the Pen- 
ning effect between He (X,) and HIS and CIH4. using the mean value of s: 

L = ?I- 10-r’ cm3/sec 
E 

tg$ 

k, = 33.1 - 10-r’ cn$,lscc for CIH, 

= 45.2. IO-” cnY/sec for HIS. 

The estimation of errors is difficult as \ve cannot evaluate the influence of elec- 
tron capture. We have not succeeded in finding the cross-section ofelectron capturefor 
CLH4, but for HIS Fayard et ~1.~’ gave the vafue f _S - 10-rs cm2 as the peak at an energy 
of 2.2 f 0.1 eV_ 
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CO~CLUSIOKS 

So 1:~ we lack sufficient experimental data for the full verification of the pro- 
posed model rmd derived reftltionships. Holvever. certain shortcomhvg of eqn_ 20 
are zitrettdy evident: 

(1) The equation concerns concentrations up to 10 ppm i-or N, and for those 
~*xscs for \vhich the cross-section for the Penning efkt is hi&r, e-x__ for CO, it =‘ 
equals 13 - lo- Ih cm’ ---even only up to about I ppm. Although the results of Dennis 
and Shatting’ confirm that the limit of dynamic range of the helium detector is in this 
regica. in the measurements of Pop and Vcrgu’ and LutF’ it rcached as far as 100 ppm_ 

(2) The proposed model is absolutely w~:lbfe to explain tfw w~omafous negative 
sigzal of the helium detector_ 

(3) It provides no reason for adding any impurity to the detector carrier g;ls. 
(4) Taking into account that the cross-section for the Penning elkt is Farber 

l-or O2 than for CO_ the model does not explain why the detector sensitivity is hi&r 
for CO than for 0:. The same situation arises for SFb and CIH,. 

(5) During the calculation of the rate cons&t of the Penning ctt‘ect. the cross- 
section is multiplied by the mean relative velocity of the helium atom rind the CT- 
tmneous gas molecule. At present_ this is the only method as \vc do not know the de- 
pendence of the cross-section on the relative cnersies of the fxrticfcs in\-ofvcd. 

(6) When P (the probrtbi!ity of tf IL‘ destruction of ;I mctttstabfc atom) \Y;IS 
calculated. the foffo\ving two processes \verc not taken into account: 

He _. He” . .._ He- __ e 
2 

although the cross-section for the first phenomenon is IOO- IO-‘” cm’ f-or triplet stilte?‘. 
(7) The proposed model does not take recombination processes into account. 

They counteract the prompt gro\vth ofthe current and perhaps it‘they were considered 
eqn. 10 could be extended to farser conccntrt~tions and provide an cspfanntion of tfx 
phenoment~ mentioned under partlgraph (4). On the other hand. it is recombination 
that mi$it be expected to lead to an espf~maticm of the negative helium detector signal. 
It is known that the addition of neon to helium results in the domination of the HeNeT 

IU_13 ion _ ;lild the same situation might ariw in tflc c;tSe of other impurities_ Such 
comp!es molecules can have ~1 hi#er recombination coetficicnt. show :L certain efcc- 
tron affinity. and create necativr ions and hence determine the decrease in detector 
current. Ho\vever_ there are some questions t ws\\rred. namrf_v. does it really 
flappen and to what extent do impwit! gas COI Ition. electric tiefd. electrode ma- 
terial or other admixtures in helium have a c:tt. ,L~c inlluencc on the process of the 
creation of complex moIecufcs ? The inclusion of the recombination can also result 
in ;1 different temperature dependence of the dctcctlv signal bring obtained. 

(S) The accepted model does not take into consideration helium metastubfe 
molecules, Heznl _ (?I) \vith energy 01~ about I5 cV (ref. 3s). Pwning ionization by 
resonance states and interaction between resonance and mctasLri!)ic states3’-‘“_ 
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To summarize, the proposed model is not complete and does not elucidate aI1 
phenomena, but in :I certain range it can be very useful. Other investigations are still 
necessary in order to clarify the detector mechanism. concerning the characteristics 
of the detector alone. as well as measurements of the cross-section for process& that 
can take place kvithin it. 

The helium detector should prove to be a useful tool for mettsurin~ 0 and the 
cross-section for the Penning effect_ 
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